Leadership Training Ideas
Bag of Compliments: It's important for every person to feel special and
important. Give each participant a lunch b a g to decorate, make sure they write
their name on it. Then give each participant a scrap of paper (one slip for every
person
playing -if there are 10 people, each person gets 10 slips of paper).
Next have each person pass the bags one at a time, when the b a g gets to
each person they should right a compliment and place it into the bag, DO
NOT SIGN YOUR NAME! At the end, everybody will have their very own b a g
of compliments whenever they need a pick me up.
Important Piece of the Puzzle: Every board member is an important piece of the

puzzle. Cut a poster board into the amount of pieces, that you have board
members. Dispense the pieces out one each. Each board member should
decorate their piece with their name and board position and to represent
themselves and their board position. Have each board member present their
piece and explain it. Then glue the pieces together a n d mount them. Discuss
how all the pieces of the puzzle, just like w e are all an important part of the
board and in order to have a successful year, w e must work together or the
"puzzle" would b e incomplete.

L-E-A-D-E-R: There are many characteristics to a leader.
You will need 6 pieces of poster board. Put one letter on each piece of poster
board. Give each leader a different color marker. Have each person write a
characteristic or adjective that describes a leader that starts with the letter on
the page. Following everyone writing. Discuss the different characteristics and set
some goals to achieve these characteristics.

Leadership Jenga: You lorganization is multi faceted. It encompasses leadership

training, rel/ed, sato, ruach, etc. On the blocks of a JENGA set write one
component. Divide an even amount of pieces per player. Have them build the
tower and as they a d d their piece talk about how the word written on the
piece relates to your organization and how they can improve on it. Or you can
have the tower built and have them take out the pieces one at a time a n d talk
about what they represent.

